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Lobkowitz: The Quartet Prince
Patron of the Arts commissions Quartets from Haydn, Wranitzky, Beethoven
Joseph Franz Maximilian was born in Vienna, heir
to Ferdinand Philipp Joseph, 6th Prince of
Lobkowitz (1724–1784). In 1786 Emperor Joseph II
made him Duke of Raudnitz (now Roudnice nad
Labem in the Czech Republic).
Already during his lifetime, he was
known primarily for his love of music. An avid
violinist, cellist and singer, the prince had the
reputation of being “kindhearted as a child and
the most foolish music enthusiast. He played
music from dusk to dawn and spent a fortune on
musicians. Innumerable musicians gathered in his
house, whom he treated regally.” He had enough
musicians for a full orchestra which he hired for
performances at his Palais Lobkowitz in Vienna –
an orchestra which in 1804 gave the first rendition
of Beethoven’s Eroica symphony, even before the
first public performance.
Joseph Franz Maximilian, 7th Prince of
Lobkowitz, anonymous painting
Lobkowicz, Bohemia – It is not as a politician, but as
a music lover of the highest order that Joseph Franz
Maximilian, 7th Prince of Lobkowitz, etched his
dynasty’s name into the history books. The extent of
Lobkowitz’s mark on music history is quickly
illuminated by a glance at the list of works dedicated
to the prince which includes: Beethoven’s third, fifth
and sixth symphonies, his Triple Concerto, thesong
cycle An die Ferne Geliebte and his string quartets of
Op. 18 and Op. 74; Haydn’s string quartets of Op. 77;
and many more chamber music and orchestral works
by now lesser-known composers.

In 1816, Beethoven paid his respects to the
prince once again by composing the Birthday
Cantata for Prince Lobkowitz, intended to be sung to
him by his sons. However, it would be Beethoven’s
last homage to the prince, as the latter fell ill and
died a few days later in Wittingau (now Třeboň in
the Czech Republic).

Haydn’s Opus 33: No Joke
No stranger to royal patronage was Franz Joseph
Haydn (1732-1809).
He was comfortably and
prosperously employed for decades at the court of
Esterházy, and many of his works were sponsored
by music-lovers with titles at other royal courts
throughout Europe. Tonight’s quartet, Op. 33/No.2,
is from a collection of six string quartets now
known as the ‘Russian’ quartets because Haydn

dedicated them to the Grand Duke Paul of Russia.
Many, possibly all of these quartets were first
heard at the apartment of the Duke's wife in
Vienna on Christmas Day, 1781.
How is it, you may ask, that one of the ‘Russian’
quartets has come to be called ‘The Joke’? As an
avid concert-goer you will already have noticed
that many of Haydn’s string quartets have
‘nicknames’. The truth is that virtually none of
these names are attributed to Haydn himself but
rather have been attached to various works over
the past two centuries since his death. Some
quartets are named according to their historical
circumstances, such as the ‘Russian’, the ‘Prussian’
and the ‘Lobkowitz’ quartets, or, in a more obscure
case, ‘The Razor’.
Other nicknames capture
images evoked by the music itself, such as ‘The
Donkey’, ‘The Bird’ or ‘The Frog’; ‘Sunrise’ or
‘Dream’.
The nickname aﬃxed to Op. 33/No. 2 seems
superfluously redundant: we could be playing any
string quartet by Haydn tonight and it would be
chock-full of little musical jokes – some apparent
at first hearing, some not. This quartet does have
some special features, though, even for Haydn’s
high standards of delectable humor. Listen for
the violinist’s ‘tasteless’ glissandi (an audible
connection between pitches with the left hand) as
prescribed by squiggly lines in the Scherzo, for
example. Is Haydn encouraging his musicians to
play less cleanly? Or is he making fun of a practice
that was starting to establish itself already? But for
the best of chortles you’ll have to stick around for
the final movement. Just be careful! This joke
might be on you…
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Anton Wranitzky (1761-1820)
String Quartet in G Major, Op. 4/No. 2
i. Allegro
ii. Adagio
iii. Alla Polacca – Trio
iv. Rondo: Allegro
Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
String Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 33/No. 2, ‘The Joke’
i. Allegro moderato
ii. Scherzo Allegro
iii. Largo e sostenuto
iv. Finale: Presto
~ pause ~
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
String Quartet in F Major, Op. 18/No. 1
i. Allegro con brio
ii. Adagio affetuoso ed appassionato
iii. Scherzo: Allegro molto – Trio
iv. Allegro

Johanna Novom, violin
Adriane Post, violin
Kyle Miller, viola
Paul Dwyer, cello
The members of the Diderot String Quartet – named after the prominent
eighteenth-century French philospher and Boccherini enthusiast Denis Diderot –
came together in 2012 in New York, having first met at Oberlin Conservatory and
the Juilliard School. With backgrounds in historical performance and a shared
passion for the string quartet genre, they quickly found the thrill of exploring this
repertoire on period instruments to be irresistible. DSQ aims to bring the raw
excitement of that experience to audiences, seeking a fresh voice and rhetorical
approach in both familiar and lesser-known works of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
Now finishing its first season as String Quartet in Residence at Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church, the ensemble was recently featured at the inaugural Early Music
Festival: NYC and in the Chamber Music America article “New Voices in Old
Music.” Recent performances include series in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and
Cohasset, MA. The quartet also has recently hosted salon-style events at
Macculloch Hall Historical Museum and at Jason Viseltear’s violin atelier in
Lower Manhattan.
The members of the DSQ can be heard across the country in a wide variety of
solo and ensemble repertoire, from performances with Apollo’s Fire, Handel and
Haydn Society, Trinity Wall Street Baroque Orchestra, and the Boston Early
Music and Carmel Bach Festivals to recitals of new music on gut strings. They
have been recipients of numerous fellowships and competition prizes — including
a Fulbright grant and First Prize at the American Bach Soloists International
Young Artist Competition — and they hold degrees from the Juilliard School,
Oberlin Conservatory, University of Michigan, and Eastman School of Music.

Timeline

The Coming of Age of
the String Quartet
1713: Denis Diderot born
1732: Haydn born
1751: 1st volume of Diderot’s Encyclopédie
published
1756: Mozart born
1762: Wranitzky born
1770: Beethoven born
1772: Prince Lobkowitz born
1776: United States born
1781: Haydn’s op. 33 string quartets published
1784: Denis Diderot dies
1789: French Revolution begins
1791: Mozart dies
1795: France adopts metric system
1799: French Revolution ends
1800: Wranitzky’s op. 4 string quartets
published
1801: Beethoven’s op. 18 string quartets
published
1804: Vienna becomes capital of Austrian
Empire
1804: Napoleon I coronated
1805: Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ symphony premiered
1809: Haydn dies
1814/15: Congress of Vienna –
Reordering Europe
1816: Prince Lobkowitz dies
1820: Wranitzky dies
1827: Beethoven dies
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Admired,
Yet Forgotten
Violinist, Composer Anton Wranitzky
Antonín Vranický (1761-1820) was a Czech musician
who spent much of his life in Vienna (his likelyeasier-to-pronounce Germanized name: Anton
Wranitzky). Wranitzky was a respected violinist
and worked closely with none other than Prince
Josef Franz von Lobkowitz. That's right: Prince Josef
Franz von Lobkowitz, the upstanding Vienna-based
Bohemian aristocrat and rabid supporter of music
to whom Beethoven and Haydn both dedicated
string quartets (including the Beethoven quartet
that we'll be musically styling tonight). Wranitzky
began to work for Lobkowitz around 1790 and
continued to do so until the latter gentleman's
death in 1816. He held several top-dog positions
under Lobkowitz, including those of both
Konzertmeister and Kapellmeister for the prince's
private orchestra. As a composer, Wranitzky crafted
a number of violin concertos and a whole bunch of
chamber works for strings, ranging from duos to
sextets. Among those chamber works were 21
published string quartets, tonight's selection
belonging to the very fine op. 4 set from 1800.
As a supremely skilled musician living in Vienna,
Wranitzky was able to study the art of composition
with legends like Mozart, Haydn, and Albrechtsberger. He also enjoyed a certain level of camaraderie
with Haydn and Beethoven. Not bad, right? When
Wranitzky set about to arrange Haydn's The
Creation for string quintet, the elder composer
heartily approved the act in a private letter.
We're excited to reunite the music of
superfriends Beethoven, Haydn, and Wranitzky in
tonight's concert, and we think that Wranitzky's
contribution to the program stacks up admirably
against the canonical works of his colleagues. Keep
your ears peeled for exotic Polish and Ukrainian
sounds in the third and fourth movements!

Beethoven’s Opus Eighteen
“I have now learned how to write string quartets”
It is no coincidence that Ludwig van
Beethoven waited until Opus 18 to launch his first
attempt at writing string quartets. The string
quartet genre had come to its first maturity,
during Beethoven’s toddler years, at the hands of
Papa Haydn and later Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791).
Thanks primarily to these two
indisputable masters, the string quartet quickly
became the noblest of genres and a benchmark
for avery aspiring composer, “a test of compositional
ability for young composers, a way of showing their
skill in writing idiomatically for four equally
important parts with no fillers or patchwork to hide
deficiencies in imagination or dull imagination.”
Beethoven was certainly aware of the
comparison any of his string quartets would be
subject to, from Haydn’s revolutionizing quartets of
Opus 20 (1772) to the same’s most recent quartets of
Op. 71 and 74, published in London in 1795. As
though, in John Keats’ words, the “high cliﬀ of
tradition towering above him” was not challenge
enough, the inevitable competition between old
(Haydn) and new (Beethoven) was spurred by
Pr i n c e L o b k o w i t z , w h o s i m u l t a n e o u s l y
commissioned six quartets each from Haydn and
Beethoven in 1798. The aging Haydn only delivered
partially: the two quartets of Op. 77 (1799) and the
unfinished Op. 103 (1803) proved to be his last
hurrah. Meanwhile, Beethoven’s maiden voyage
with the genre proved a maniacal one: over two
years, many sketches and revisions later, he was
ready to publish his staggering string quartet debut
in 1801: the six quartets of Opus 18.

The motive seems innocuous at first, but
quickly penetrates the listener’s consciousness,
immediately recognizable even in its various guises
– sometimes the pitches change, or you may only
hear part of it, sometimes it’s short and aggressive,
other times extended and more lyrical. (The most
famous instance of this kind of motivic germ is the
first movement of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.) At
one point, the motif even becomes the subject for a
fugal section! This, along with further fugal
excursions in the final movement, would have
made this piece a good fit for our concert in April,
but we didn’t want to keep you here all night.

Revealing Sketches:
Early Version and Shakespeare
Beethoven was extremely careful with what portion
of his music and which specific instructions were
finally published, but some surviving sketches give
us some significant insights into his fastidious
composition process. In the case of Op. 18/No. 1,
Beethoven sent a complete earlier version of the
work to his friend Karl Amenda, later entreating
him never to circulate it due to major revisions in
his latest draft. In the letter, Beethoven added: “I
have now learned how to write string quartets.”

The most imposing of the set is tonight’s
quartet in F Major, Op. 18/No. 1. The numbering of
the quartets does not coincide with the order of
composition. Rather, Beethoven, very discriminate
with the assignment of his Opus numbers, may
consciously have placed the most impressive of the
lot at the beginning. It is one of his longest fourmovement cycles before the Eroica Symphony (Op.
55). It is also an exemplar of Beethoven’s ability to
take a short motive and make it the germ of a
whole, fully developed movement, the red thread
through an intricate journey.

Further sketches of this quartet also reveal
a programmatic underpinning to the supremely
expressive slow movement: some comments in his
score indicate that he was thinking of the tomb
scene of Romeo an Juliet: “il prend le tombeau” (he
comes to the tomb); “désespoir" (despair); "il se
tue" (he kills himself ); "les derniers soupirs" (the last
sighs). As Beethoven scholar Lewis Lockwood
points out: “What evidence he left exists only by
chance in sketches, which he never expected the
world to know. […] Beethoven, not wanting to be
literal, destroyed all traces of any such program in
the finished work.”

Haydn, often called the grandfather of the string
quartet, quickly and quite consistently established the
four-movement cycle as the formal structure of the
genre, generally with an opening Allegro, a slow
(Adagio) and a fast (often dance-like) middle movement, and finally an Allegro finale, often in Rondo
form. Tonight’s
musical selections exhibit
cutting-edge
t e c h n o l o gy a s
relates to the non-Adagio middle movement of the
string quartet. This movement most commonly
appeared in the beloved minuet-trio form. Haydn’s six
Op. 20 quartets, for example, all incorporate this exact
form. The three quartets that we’ll be playing tonight
all use a trio section which contrasts with its
respective counterpart, as expected. However, two of

the quartets (Haydn’s and Beethoven’s) explicitly
forego the minuet in favor of the way-wackier scherzo,
which gradually came to supplant the minuet in string
quartets. One could think of the scherzo as a wild
mutation of the minuet. Both minuets and scherzos
(almost always) use a triple meter; but scherzos are
arguably more athome in fleeter
tempi, and they’re
more prone to
wielding superfun meter-defying accents and wild flourishes.
Wranitzky doesn’t mark his movement ‘scherzo’ at all,
but his ‘alla Polacca’ marking hints at a wild sort of
musical exoticism.
To sum things up: string quartet composers were
obviously bored, and the scherzo oﬀered the frothy
excitement they so desperately needed.

The Scherzo as the Composer’s Playground

Dear Lover of String Quartets,

!Thank you so much for sharing in the joy of great music this
evening!
!If you would like to find out about upcoming projects and our new
season, please sign up on our mailing list on your way out! You
may also find us online, like us on Facebook, tweet at us or send
us an email.

!We love hearing from our audience and hope to see you again soon!
!Musically yours,
!DSQ
Adriane, Johanna, Kyle and Paul

www.diderotquartet.com
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